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Five decades of research have produced scores of empirically tested treatments for youth
mental health problems and disorders. These evidence-based treatments (EBTs), most focused
on single disorders or problem domains (e.g., depressive disorders), have shown respectable
effects in randomized controlled efficacy trials in which treatment conditions are optimized for
research. However, the EBTs do not fare as well when compared to usual clinical care with
clinically referred youths treated in everyday practice conditions. One reason may be that
referred youths are often more complex than the treatments designed to help them. Most
youths referred for treatment have multiple problems and disorders, and their treatment
needs may shift over time. This challenge may be addressed by flexible, personalizable,
transdiagnostic intervention approaches. One example, the Child STEPs Model, uses a modular
treatment protocol derived from the psychotherapy evidence base and guided by decision
flowcharts. Navigation through treatment is informed by a web-based system that monitors
each youth’s treatment response week-by-week. A multisite randomized trial of this system,
applied to youths with anxiety, depression, and conduct problems, showed that STEPs
VITA [Last revised December, 2015] outperformed both usual clinical care and standard EBTs, on measures of youth clinical
symptoms and diagnosis. Subsequent research examines the performance of this approach in
various conditions and contexts, and the performance of a more easily implementable
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At the end of this presentation, the participant will be able to:
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*Lunch with speaker will be held immediately after the talk in AHC1 Room 117. All are invited to attend.*

